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When Meadow’s guardian can’t afford his taxes, the foul tempered man instead offers her into the service of
the crown—as a slave. But the commander of a passing troop intervenes and pays a bride price for Meadow,
and within a few hours she finds herself married to the stern, intimidating man known as Commander
Varron. Her new husband proves to be dominant but caring, and her heart eventually softens to the handsome
stranger who bought her. But is there any hope of him loving her in return?

Commander Varron wanted Meadow from the moment he looked into her pretty blue eyes, but he expects
his new wife’s obedience and doesn’t hesitate to turn her over his knee and redden her bottom when she’s
been naughty. The little lass has a tendency to lose her temper, and he sets out to tame her with firm but
loving scoldings, spankings, and even more intimate punishments that leave her blushing yet aching for his
touch. But their happiness may be short-lived. As they travel to Varron’s homeland, an unexpected danger
arises on the high seas, threatening their future together. Are they doomed to remain forever apart, or will
Varron finally be reunited with the sweet lass who has stolen his heart?
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From reader reviews:

Richard Perkins:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every person
has diverse personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they
don't wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book Sold into Marriage. All type of
book are you able to see on many resources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Erin Marshall:

Now a day people that Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not require people to be aware of each details they get. How individuals to
be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this Sold into Marriage book because this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred percent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you know.

Jacqueline Kellett:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information quicker
to share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You will observe that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended for your requirements is Sold into Marriage this reserve consist a lot of the information from
the condition of this world now. That book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The language
styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some study when
he makes this book. Honestly, that is why this book appropriate all of you.

Jerry Jackman:

With this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more valuable than other.
Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you have to do is just
spending your time very little but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of the books in the top
checklist in your reading list is actually Sold into Marriage. This book and that is qualified as The Hungry
Inclines can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking up and review this reserve you can get
many advantages.
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